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Much additional statistical evidence bearing on this point and supporting the conclusion just given, has been published by Mielke.1 This consist H <>f the average annual temperatures from 1870 to 1910 of 487 widely distributed stations, with, however, numerous and extensive breaks-••-in fart, the records of only a few stations cover the entire period. By grouping these stations according to zones, tropical, subtropical, warm tomperute, cold temperate and frigid, and then averaging and smoothing the zonal annual temperature departures, giving all equal weight, values were found which run substantially parallel to those already fount! but of less (about one-half) amplitude, quite as anticipated from the fact that stations above the dust, fogs, and many clouds of tlu* lower atmosphere, must be more sensitive to variations in the transparency of the outer atmosphere and to solar changes than are those (the* groat majority) located at, or not more than a few hundred meters al>ov<», n«*a level. Hither curve might, therefore, be used in a discussion of the cauwH and periods of temperature changes, but in what follows tIK* curve of larger amplitudes or the curve of high altitude stations will bo uned bec.aune: (a) data for it, but not for the other, are available through flic* period of the Katmai veil of dust, (6) it is freer from surface dint urba rices and, therefore, more representative of solar and high j phorie cM»nditionnt (r) high altitude temperatures are more eftt than those of sea level in modifying glacial conditions.
Relation of World Temperatures to Pyrheliometric Values.—Curve /•>, also of Fig. 226, given the smoothed course of the annual average pyrh<*lioiwtrie readings, an computed from the actual values given in KifC 22M. The insolation intensity data, covering the whole of the <lc»pr<»Nsion that had its minimum in 1885, were obtained at a single plu.ro, Montpellier, France, by a single observer, L. J. Eon,2 who confined himself to noon observations with a Crova actinometer. It may be, thorofon*, that merely local and temporary disturbances produced a local insolation curve thai was not quite parallel to the curve for the en tin* world. At any rate, the drop in the solar radiation values obviously wan due to dust, put. into the atmosphere by the explosion of Krakatoa in August, 1SS3, and it would seem that the effects of this dust both on the surface temperatures and on pyrhcliometric values must have been greater (luring the latter part of 1883 and in 1884 than t hoy won* in ISXf), when much of the dust, certainly, had already settled out of the atmosphere, and this supposition is well supported by the pyrhclioiiH-trie and temperature drops that immediately followed the volranio explosions of 1WW and 1912, and their partial recovery within a Kin^lo vrar. N'evert heless, the pyrheliometric values must be accepted UK obtained. Indeed, this exceptional lag is not quite unprecedented,
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